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INTRODUCTION

A new industry grew out of the AIDS crisis of the 1980s: the secondary trade in life insurance policies. Victims of HIV and AIDS faced certain death—half within the first year after diagnosis, and eighty-five percent within three years. Meanwhile, AIDS rendered its victims both physically debilitated and socially untouchable, often cutting them off from employment and employer-provided health insurance. Treatment, though largely ineffective, cost the average patient up to $80,000. Those infected—at first, predominantly gay men—were often abandoned by their families, and government programs provided little support.

4. Tamsin Wilton, Antibody Politics: AIDS and Society 20 (1992) ("[P]eople living with HIV and with AIDS have become social outcasts in a way which is reminiscent of the treatment meted out to people with leprosy or bubonic plague in the Middle Ages. . . . [T]hey and their families and associates have been subject to neglect, ostracism, abuse and even violence.").
7. Grmek, supra note 2, at 183-87.
VIATICAL AND LIFE SETTLEMENT SECURITIZATION

In desperate need, AIDS sufferers accepted offers from investors to buy their tragically valuable life insurance policies. Sellers received cash on which to subsist; buyers gained an investment with a virtually certain, near-term payout. These transactions were called viatical settlements—named for the Via-ticum, the Eucharist given in the Roman Catholic Church as last rites to the dying.13

The viatical settlements market crashed in the mid-1990s when protease inhibitors suddenly and radically extended life expectancies of persons with AIDS, substantially delaying payouts for investors.14 The industry shifted its focus to other groups of terminally ill policyholders15 and, ultimately, to elderly insureds. Unlike diseases vulnerable to dramatic advances in medical technology, old age provides investors with a relatively stable and predictable basis on which to make purchase decisions.16 Today, viatical settlements represent a small portion of the secondary market in life insurance policies, the bulk of which consists of "life settlements" with elderly policyholders.17

1. See Kay B. Tiblier et al., Therapeutic Issues When Working with Families of Persons with AIDS, in AIDS AND FAMILIES 81 (Eleanor D. Macklin ed., 1989) (discussing the impact of factors such as ethnicity, religion, and socioeconomic class on acceptance and rejection of AIDS victims by family members).


To date, each settlement has generally stood as an investment unto itself, but Wall Street has shown new interest in the prospect of securitizing life settlements—that is, pooling large numbers of policies and issuing multiple levels or tranches of bonds backed by the pool. Wall Street’s interest, however, comes in the wake of the mortgage securitization crisis and the Great Recession, naturally raising concerns that life settlement securitization could lead to similar problems.

According to the financial scholarship, the causes of the mortgage securitization crisis were a number of risk-expanding “frictions”—mostly information asymmetries and interest misalignments. As a result of these frictions, no market participant had sufficient information and incentive to minimize risk. Borrowers did not fully understand complex mortgage agreements and had strong incentives to access quick cash through borrowing. Many also erroneously assumed that rising home values would enable them to refinance. Banks had incentives to lend to non-credit-worthy borrowers because loans could be sold to securitization arrangers, shielding lenders from any risk of default. Likewise, arrangers were able to pass risk on to investors through bond sales. Investors—or more typically, investment managers—relied on the bonds’ attractive credit ratings, which were based on the strong historical performance of mortgages and failed to account adequately for correlation risk (the risk that many defaults would occur at once). When property values did fall, refinancing became difficult, and defaults became prevalent. Investors suffered tremendous losses, the market for resale of loans evaporated, and lending stopped.


20. For simplicity, I use “life settlement securitization” to include both viatical and life settlements.

21. Adam B. Ashcraft & Til Schuermann, Understanding the Securitization of Subprime Mortgage Credit (Wharton Fin. Insts. Ctr., Working Paper No. 07-43, 2008), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1071189. I adopt Ashcraft and Schuermann’s terminology because I build on their analysis, but the term “friction” may incorrectly suggest that these sources of risk increase tension and conflict. They might be better characterized as “over-lubrication” because they encourage execution of risky transactions.

22. Id. (manuscript at ii).

23. See COUNCIL OF ECON. ADVISERS, supra note 19, at 41-44.
VIATIONAL AND LIFE SETTLEMENT SECURITIZATION

Law provided no significant ex ante incentives for market participants to exercise care in securitizations. Courts have largely interpreted current law as leaving losses with investors, and the Securities Exchange Commission's (SEC) only major suit brought in response to the crisis addressed the special case of the allegedly intentional creation of faulty investments by Goldman Sachs. As such, Congress began deliberating how to overhaul U.S. financial regulations to prevent similar crises in the future.

In September 2009, a New York Times article described how Wall Street securitizers were turning their attention away from the ashes of the mortgage market and towards life settlements. The article warned against hasty investment in a market that could prove as disaster-prone as that for mortgage-backed securities (MBS). When Congress held hearings on the issue three weeks later, representatives of the life settlement industry roundly dismissed fears that securitization in their market could lead to trouble. The industry’s claims were backed by arguments that death rates, unlike default rates, do not fluctuate significantly with economic cycles. Congress has since remained si-

26. See discussion infra Part III.
28. See Securitization Hearings, supra note 17 (statement of Brian D. Pardo, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Life Partners Holdings, Inc.); see also id. (statement of Daniel Curry, President, DBRS, Inc.); id. (statement of J. Russel Dorsett, President, Life Insurance Settlement Association); id. (statement of Jack Kelly, Director of Government Affairs, Institutional Life Markets Association); id. (statement of Steven H. Strongin, Managing Director, Global Investment Research, Goldman, Sachs & Co.).
lent on the issue, and the industry has continued its development in the absence of regulation.

This Note takes up the question Congress began to ask: could viatical and life settlement securitization create substantial risks to investors and the economy? Is new regulation necessary to prevent future problems? I conclude that life settlement securitization does exhibit, sometimes in nuanced forms, many of the weaknesses and risks seen in mortgage securitization. I argue that under the wrong conditions, a securitized life settlement market could collapse in the same fashion as the market for mortgage-backed securities. Furthermore, preventing such a collapse calls for tailored regulation.

Steven Strongin, Goldman Sachs’s Head of Global Investment Research, argued in congressional testimony that “life settlement securitizations do not appear to pose any special securitization related risk and can be treated like any other securitization.” He is wrong. But so far, Congress has followed Strongin’s advice and largely ignored non-loan types of securitization, such as life settlement collateralization. As Chairman of the Senate Banking Committee, Senator Chris Dodd claimed that recently enacted financial reform “doesn’t just look through the rear-view mirror to address the failures that caused the economic crisis. It looks through the windshield” to prevent the next set of problems. However, a close reading of the new law shows that its language does not address many of the risks in life settlement securitization. The securitization debate in legal scholarship has scrutinized the causes of the late crisis, ruminated on other markets that could fall prey to securitization’s weaknesses, and discussed ways to reform. However, like Congress, legal academia has overlooked

30. Some readers may question why society should allow securitization in this market or even countenance the secondary market at all. However, the virtues of viatical and life settlements—providing value to the sick and elderly who may have few other assets—are significant, and securitization generally serves to increase societal wealth and clarify investment risk. See Neil Doherty & Hal Singer, The Benefits of a Secondary Market for Life Insurance Policies, 38 REAL PROP. PROB. & TR. J. 449 (2003); Steven L. Schwaerz, The Alchemy of Asset Securitization, 1 STAN. J.L. BUS. & FIN. 133 (1994).
31. Securitization Hearings, supra note 17, at 96 (statement of Steven H. Strongin, Managing Director, Gloval Investment Research, Goldman, Sachs & Co.).
life settlement collateralization and the potential effects of new financial regulation on non-loan types of securitization.

It should be noted that while a life settlement securitization crisis could be structurally similar to the mortgage crisis, the life settlement market is projected to reach $160 billion in face value by 2030—a modest size compared to the $19.1 trillion in life insurance in force at the end of 2008, or the $14.4 trillion in outstanding mortgage debt at the close of 2009. Nevertheless, even a relatively minor life settlement crisis could cost billions of dollars. A less likely worst-case scenario in the life settlement market could rival the magnitude of major historic economic crises. For example, the Savings and Loan Crisis led to direct costs of $146 billion, spread over the 1980s and 1990s. More recently, the Asian Financial Crisis centered on asset devaluations that cost investors $80 to $100 billion in the second half of 1997.

The primary concern in a life settlement meltdown would be that an initial loss of value in the ballpark of those that caused these historic crises—even if smaller after accounting for inflation and economic expansion—would give rise

40. M. Faizul Islam, The Asian Five: From Financial Crisis to Economic Recovery, in Asian Financial Crisis 123, 123 (J. Jay Choi ed., 2000). In that crisis, "[f]oreign borrowing led to a domestic lending boom across all of Asia, which generated multiple asset bubbles, especially in stock markets and real estate, ... There was simply too much foreign money chasing too few sound investments ... " Karl D. Jackson, Introduction: The Roots of the Crisis, in Asian Contagion: The Causes and Consequences of a Financial Crisis 1, 5 (Karl D. Jackson ed., 1999). Asset bubbles burst when foreign investors pulled funds out of Asia, causing major exchange rate changes, which were initially perceived as the source of the crisis. Id. at 3. For deeper analysis of the sources of the Asian crisis, see Giancarlo Corsetti et al., The Asian Crisis: An Overview of the Empirical Evidence and Policy Debate, in The Asian Financial Crisis: Causes, Contagion, and Consequences 127, 141 (Pierre-Richard Agénor et al. eds., 1999), which finds that the Asian crisis’s turmoil correlated to weaknesses in the Asian economy such as the prevalence of non-performing loans.
to a market panic, perhaps greatly out of proportion to actual flaws in market fundamentals.\(^{41}\) Whether an economic crisis develops depends on how the relevant assets are concentrated in the economy and how clearly the market understands the relevant risks.\(^{42}\) For example, in the mortgage crisis, institutions that had little exposure to bad assets nonetheless suffered an exodus of investment dollars because “investors could not penetrate the portfolios far enough” to determine the true level of risk.\(^{43}\) It is more than conceivable that, as in the mortgage crisis, major financial institutions would be among the investors most hurt by a collapse of life settlement securitization. Moreover, if a crisis freezes this market, mark-to-market rules—which require balance sheets to reflect the present value of financial assets—could force investment houses to treat settlement-backed securities as worthless and report them immediately as losses.\(^{44}\) As financial institutions increase their reserves to safeguard against such losses, they necessarily lend less to others, causing further contraction in the financial sector.\(^{45}\)

Troubles like those seen at Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers could raise concerns about counter-party risk—fears that loans to troubled institutions would ultimately go unpaid—and hence a freezing up of credit markets.\(^{46}\) As with MBS, the complexity and lack of clarity surrounding life settlement securitization could easily cloud other actors’ understanding of the true risks and spread panic in the financial sector. So, while the life settlement market will not rival the systemic threat to the economy posed by the mortgage collapse, it still has the potential to cause a significant crisis in the U.S. and global economies. Such a meltdown is worth preventing. This Note seeks to show how.

Analysis here proceeds in three parts. Part I provides background on the viatical and life settlement industry and recent movements towards securitization. Part II makes an original contribution to scholarship in this area by inspecting life settlement securitization for the risk-expanding frictions that others have identified as roots of the mortgage securitization crisis. Part II also identifies three frictions unique to life settlement securitization and suggests how these frictions, especially in combination, might lead to market disorder. Part III reviews current regulatory proposals for securitization and calls for ad-


\(^{42}\) Id.

\(^{43}\) Id. (manuscript at 59).


ditional regulations to resolve the unique and subtle frictions of life settlement securitization.

I. **Development of the Viatical and Life Settlements Market**

This Part describes (A) the emergence of the settlements market; (B) the rise of stranger-oriented life insurance as a means of circumventing insurable interest laws; (C) regulation of the evolving industry; (D) recent market trends and movements toward securitization of life settlements; and (E) the reaction to the settlement securitization that has begun to occur.

A. **Emergence of the Settlements Market**

The secondary market for life insurance—the market into which insureds can sell their own policies—has existed in some form for over a century. As early as 1855, New York’s Court of Appeals recognized the right of an insured to sell his policy to a third party.47 The U.S. Supreme Court followed in 1911 with *Grigsby v. Russell*, finding in favor of secondary policy sales as a matter of pre-*Erie* federal common law and declaring, “The law has no universal cynical fear of the temptation opened by a pecuniary benefit accruing upon a death.”48

Few policyholders, however, exercised their right to sell, and no robust secondary market developed.49 Instead, throughout most of the twentieth century, insureds typically surrendered their policies back to their insurers for a fraction of face value when they could no longer afford their premiums or no longer needed insurance. As the only practical and interested purchasers, insurance firms enjoyed significant monopsony power in repurchasing the policies they had issued. Surrender prices remained low until the advent of viatical settlements.50

In 1988, amidst the perfect storm of the AIDS crisis, viatical settlement providers began buying HIV patients’ life insurance policies,51 examining policyholders’ medical records, setting prices based on life expectancies, and paying

---

47. St. John v. Am. Mut. Life Ins. Co., 13 N.Y. 31, 39 (1855) (“It seems to me it cannot be doubted, but that the assured might legally assign the policies to the plain-tiff.”).

48. 222 U.S. 149, 155-56 (1911) (holding valid a life insurance policy sale to a third party lacking an insurable interest).

49. See Doherty & Singer, supra note 30, at 451 n.5.

50. *Id.* at 450; see also Neil A. Doherty et al., *The Secondary Market for Life Insurance Policies: Uncovering Life Insurance’s “Hidden” Value*, 6 MARQ. ELDER’S ADVISOR 95, 101-03 (2005) (“In its early stages, this market consisted of only the issuing life insurance carrier and a handful of individual speculators at the margins.”).

51. Flaherty, *supra* note 1, at 37.
premiums for the duration of settled policies. Payouts to policyholders, or "viators," ranged from below 50% of face value for those expected to live up to twenty-four months, to 80% for those expected to die within six months.

Insurers stood to lose from the advent of viatical settlements. Without a secondary market, more insureds would have failed to pay premiums, allowing term policies to lapse or surrendering universal or whole life policies for a small payout. An insurer's financial planning depends on accurately forecasting these lapse rates: since an insurer does not pay death benefits on a lapsed policy, the insurer can charge lower premiums, making its policies more competitive in the primary market. Reduced lapse rates mean increased costs for insurance providers and hence, higher premiums for insureds.

In response to competition from viatical settlements, many insurers instituted "accelerated death benefits" in the 1990s—in essence, higher surrender values for insureds with reduced life expectancies. In this competition, though, insurers enjoyed the advantage of legitimacy. The viatical industry had struggled from its inception to establish a respectable image in spite of its inherently morbid trade—and its entanglement with fraud and crime.

At different times, fraud has infected every stage of the viatication and life settlement process. Viators have hidden illnesses from insurers (sometimes with accomplices to stand in at physical examinations), and healthy policyholders have conspired with physicians to fake serious illnesses, inflating settlement proceeds. New York Attorney General Eliot Spitzer sued a settlement provider

52. Id.
54. See Doherty & Singer, supra note 30, at 450-51.
56. Doherty & Singer, supra note 30, at 466-67. Like a monopolist, "a monopolist loses its price-setting ability with the entry of competition." Id. (citing WILLIAM J. BAUMOL & ALAN S. BLINDER, ECONOMICS: PRINCIPLES AND POLICY 272 (6th ed. 1994)).
58. Knight, supra note 17.
for allegedly paying brokers to ignore other providers' bids\(^6^9\) (the suit ultimately settled out of court).\(^6^0\) Others have defrauded investors by exaggerating expected profits or embezzling entrusted funds.\(^6^1\) Additional cases demonstrate the potential for murder. For example, two septuagenarian women in California befriended two homeless men, bought life insurance on them, and then killed them. The women collected $2.8 million in death benefits before being convicted for murder and sentenced to life in prison.\(^6^2\) Meanwhile, federal authorities sought forfeiture of $4 million in benefits paid upon the death of a Florida man whose policy was purchased by a Colombian drug cartel as part of a money-laundering scheme.\(^6^3\) While murder has not been alleged in this case, the dangers in such situations are clear.

**B. Stranger-Oriented Life Insurance**

Perhaps the most important fraud for the insurance settlement industry comes in the form of "stranger-oriented life insurance" or "STOLI"—a transaction in which a third-party investor typically pays an upfront amount to an individual insured under a new policy for which the investor pays premiums, usually through a nonrecourse loan secured by the policy. At the end of the contestability period typically imposed by insurers, the insured has the option to allow the investor to foreclose on the policy or to keep the policy by repaying the loan plus a (usually high) rate of interest.\(^6^4\) The latter option may be attrac-

---


63. Complaint for Forfeiture in rem, United States v. Four Million Dollars, No. 05-CV-61399 (S.D. Fla. 2005).

64. Though STOLI remains technically legal in some jurisdictions, I discuss it mainly as a form of fraud on insurers because most jurisdictions regard it as such.

tive to an insured whose health has worsened and who wants to retain the policy to benefit family members or to sell to other investors. 66

Though some argue that STOLI is not inherently problematic, 67 the prevailing view holds the practice in disfavor. 68 STOLI may sound purely beneficial to potential insureds, who choose never to pay toward the policy, but a number of hidden costs can arise. For example, after transferring the policy to investors, an elderly individual may be unable to obtain other insurance because insurers will count the transferred insurance against the individual’s limited insurability. 69 Moreover, any benefits to the insured—including upfront gifts or forgiveness of indebtedness at transfer—constitute income on which the insured must pay taxes. 70

Most important from a public policy perspective, STOLI is a method of circumventing insurable interest laws. 71 These laws render void all life insurance contracts issued without an insurable interest, defined, for example, in New York as:

(A) in the case of persons closely related by blood or by law, a substantial interest engendered by love and affection;

(B) in the case of other persons, a lawful and substantial economic interest in the continued life, health or bodily safety of the person insured, as distinguished from an interest which would arise only by, or would be enhanced in value by, the death, disablement or injury of the insured. 72

66. Id. at 111.

67. Id. at 110.


69. Jensen & Leimberg, supra note 65, at 115-16.


72. N.Y. INS. LAW § 3205(a)(1) (Consol. 2007). For other jurisdictions’ insurable interest laws, see, for example, CAL. INS. CODE § 10110.1 (Deering 2007); D.C. CODE § 31-4716 (2007); FLA. STAT. § 627.404 (2009); VA. CODE ANN. § 38.2-301 (2007). Illinois requires insurable interest as a matter of common law. Guardian Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Hogan, 80 ILL. 35, 39 (1875). Anglo-American insurable interest laws date back to Britain’s Life Assurance Act 1774, still in effect, which provides: “Whereas . . . the making insurances on lives . . . wherein the assured shall have no interest, hath introduced a mischievous kind of gaming: . . . no insurance shall be made by any person . . . on the life . . . of any person . . . wherein the person . . . for whose . . . benefit . . . such policy . . . shall be made, shall have no interest . . . .” Act of 1774, 14 GEO. 3, c. 48, § 1 (Eng.).
Insurable interest laws have two purposes: prevention of gambling on the lives of others, and avoidance of incentives for murder. When first recognizing a right to policy resale, the U.S. Supreme Court also condemned what would now be called STOLI: "cases in which a person having an interest lends himself to one without any, as a cloak to what is, in its inception, a wager, have no similarity to those where an honest contract is sold in good faith." The Southern District of New York reiterated the sentiment in 2008:

Only one who obtains a life insurance policy on himself "on his own initiative" and in good faith—that is, with a genuine intent to obtain insurance protection for a family member, loved one, or business partner, rather than an intent to disguise what would otherwise be a gambling transaction by a stranger on his life—may freely assign the policy to one who does not have an insurable interest in him.

Many states have interpreted their insurable interest laws to prohibit STOLI transactions, and many insurers have added questions to their application forms aimed at discovering whether an application has been instigated by a third party. Other states have outlawed STOLI, as discussed below, through their broader regulation of viatical and life settlements.


74. Grigsby v. Russell, 222 U.S. 149, 156 (1911).


C. Regulation to Date

In the 1990s, states began adopting regulations to keep pace with changes in the secondary market for life insurance. The Fourth Circuit affirmed in 2007 that the McCarran-Ferguson Act protects such state regulations from dormant Commerce Clause preemption as state laws “relating” to or enacted “for the purpose of” regulation of insurance.78 States have based much of their regulation on two model acts.79 The first, published in 1993 by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC), is the Viatical Settlement Model Act.80 It requires settlement providers to make certain disclosures to viators and investors;81 to obtain a license to sell life insurance from the insurance commission of the viator’s state of residence;82 and to obtain the commissioner’s approval for the settlement contract forms they use.83 The Act also contains privacy protections, generally barring disclosure of a viator’s identity.84 NAIC broadened its Model Act in 2000 to include settlements for viators who are not terminally ill, thus encompassing what the industry refers to as life settlements within the definition of viatical settlements.85 In accompanying regulations, NAIC proposes minimum prices for settlements, based on percentages of a policy’s face value.86

The second model law is the Life Settlements Model Act published by the National Conference of Insurance Legislators (NCOIL) in 2000, amended in

82. Id. § 8(E)-(F).
83. Id. § 3.
84. Id. § 5.
85. Id. § 6(B).
VIATICAL AND LIFE SETTLEMENT SECURITIZATION

2004 and 2007. Like the NAIC Act, NCOIL’s proposed law includes disclosure, privacy, and licensing requirements, but does not put forward any pricing regulations. NCOIL’s proposal also limits investor contact with the policy-seller to once every three months for those with life expectancies over one year, and once per month for those with life expectancies of one year or less.

Both the NAIC and NCOIL model acts have been updated to combat STOLI transactions. NAIC amendments adopted in 2007 generally mandate a five-year waiting period from policy issuance to sale, though broad exceptions allow earlier settlement in the case of retirement, divorce, loss of employment, or spouse’s death. Settlements are allowed after two years for policies that are independently funded and for which there has been no agreement or evaluation for settlement. The Life Insurance Settlement Association (LISA), an industry group, argues that the NAIC amendments are overbroad and threaten to block legitimate settlements. LISA prefers the NCOIL model, which calls for only a two-year waiting period.

In all, forty-four states have enacted some regulation of life insurance settlements (though four regulate only settlements for the terminally or chronically ill, and one, Arizona, has only a STOLI prohibition). Fraud in the life insurance settlement market has decreased since adoption of these regulations. LISA reports that NAIC’s Complaints Database (generally available only to regulators) has registered only nine complaints since 2005, and NAIC asserts that “most settlement frauds now involve the investor side of the transaction, not the insurance policyholder side.”

---

89. Id. § 9.
90. Id. § 6.
91. Id. § 3.
92. Id. § 9(A)(13).
94. See Bozanic, supra note 77, at §118.
97. Securitization Hearings, supra note 17, at 47 (statement of J. Russel Dorsett, President, Life Insurance Settlement Association).
98. Doherty & Singer, supra note 30, at 477 n.76.
Meanwhile, federal regulation of viatical and life settlements is in flux. The SEC has asserted: "[L]ife settlements are securities, and, therefore, are subject to the requirements of the federal securities laws, including the antifraud rules."99 The D.C. Circuit has disagreed, ruling in the 1996 case SEC v. Life Partners that life insurance settlements are not securities under current federal law.100 Then-Judge Ruth Bader Ginsburg wrote for the Circuit that the settlements' status as securities depends on the test laid out in SEC v. W.J. Howey Co., which requires "(1) an expectation of profits arising from (2) a common enterprise that (3) depends upon the efforts of others."101 The court held that the fractional interests of settlements in question met the first two prongs but not the third because the investors' profits depended on the death of the policy-seller, not any post-sale entrepreneurial efforts of settlement arrangers.102

In the 2007 decision SEC v. Mutual Benefits, the Eleventh Circuit rejected the rule adopted by the D.C. Circuit.103 That court held that life insurance settlements are securities under Howey's broad interpretation of the Securities Acts of 1933 and 1934, noting that the D.C. Circuit's distinction between pre- and post-sale effort was novel and not envisioned by the holding in Howey.104 Several states also interpret their own securities laws to cover settlement contracts.105 This Note will focus on regulation applied directly to life settlement securitizations, but the foregoing state and federal regulations give an important indication of the regulatory standards and disclosure requirements that must be met by insurance settlements before they become part of any securitization.

99. Securitization Hearings, supra note 17, at 59 (statement of Paula Dubberly, Associate Director, Division of Corporate Finance, United States Securities and Exchange Commission).


101. Id. at 542 (citing SEC v. W.J. Howey Co., 328 U.S. 293, 298-99 (1946)).

102. Id. at 549.


104. Id. at 743-45; see also Wuliger v. Eberle, 414 F. Supp. 2d 814, 824 (N.D. Ohio 2006) (rejecting the Life Partners rule in adopting the broader Howey interpretation).

D. Recent Market Trends and Moves Toward Securitization

This Section describes the current state of the insurance settlement market and its movements towards securitization. Though it is the focus of significant regulation, the current market for life insurance settlements is modest in size. Based on an estimated $10 billion paid for settlements between 1999 and 2009, LISA judges that policy-sellers received $6-7 billion more than they would have by surrendering their policies to insurers.106 Meanwhile, Bernstein & Co. estimates that investors earn 9-13% on a settlement investment of average duration with death seven to eight years after sale.107 Outside that range, investors’ estimated profits are highly sensitive to seller life spans: 101% for death within two years, but dropping to 3% for death eleven years after sale.108

Conning & Company estimates that at the end of 2007, there were roughly $31 billion in outstanding settlements measured by policy face value,109 but LISA estimates that by 2008, $3-4 billion in capital was invested per year in viatical and life settlements worth $12-15 billion in policy face value.110 However, the industry was hit hard by the credit crisis of 2008 and 2009. Investment in 2009 appears to have fallen by more than 50% from 2008 levels, due largely to a lack of available investment capital.111 In 2010, Goldman Sachs abandoned the life settlement industry, though some attribute the move to a desire to avoid negative publicity from dealing in death benefits.112

Still, there is significant potential for growth in the life settlement industry. Strong expectations of future market growth are driven in large part by projected growth in the elderly population of the United States. According to Census Bureau analysis, the population of Americans over sixty-five will swell beyond seventy-two million by 2030 (from a current level just over forty mil-

---

107. Kamath & Sledge, supra note 36, at 5.
108. Id.
110. Securitization Hearings, supra note 17, at 9, 13 (statement of J. Russel Dorsett, President, Life Insurance Settlement Association).
111. Id.
While (pre-Great Recession) studies indicate that roughly half of the Baby Boomers are preparing adequately to maintain their standards of living into retirement, many are not. Though non-savers tend to be poorer and, therefore, less likely to own life insurance, those who do have policies will still face increasing reason to sell. There are also reports of increasing availability of life settlements to insureds with low-face-value policies.

Inspired by these prospects for growth, investors have begun contemplating the securitization of life settlements. Like other types of securitization, the process for securitizing life insurance policies entails pooling large numbers of payment obligations as collateral for an issuance of bonds, which are referred to as asset-backed securities (ABS) or collateralized debt obligations (CDO). Credit rating agencies (CRAs) rate the investment risk of these financial instruments—as they do other bonds—usually on letter-based scales where a greater number of As indicates lower risk. In order to win higher credit ratings (and therefore higher sales prices), securitizers generally transfer the assets they wish to securitize into a bankruptcy-remote trust (often referred to as a “special purpose vehicle” or “SPV”). This protects investors from the risk of securitizer insolvency because the assets underlying the investors’ bonds are then generally unavailable to pay off the securitizer’s debts. Courts will respect such bankruptcy remoteness, however, only if they find that there has been a “true sale” by the arranger to the SPV.

Bonds are issued in levels or tranches, guaranteeing the first profits to holders of the senior-most tranche, ideally characterized by very low risk and a very

118. Id. §§ 3.03(A)-(B). For a definition of “true sale,” see Steven L. Schwarcz, The Parts Are Greater than the Whole: How Securitization of Divisible Interests Can Revolutionize Structured Finance and Open the Capital Markets to Middle Market Companies, 1993 Colum. Bus. L. Rev. 139, 143 (1993) (“Sales that are effective against creditors and the estate of a bankrupt originator, in that the property is no longer ‘property of the debtor’s estate’ under Section 541 of the Bankruptcy Code, are generally referred to as ‘true sales.’” (footnote omitted)).
high credit rating. The theory of securitization relies in significant part on the law of large numbers: "if a pool is extremely diversified, with large numbers of obligors each liable for a small percentage of the dollar amount of the pool, one may more confidently rely on the statistical history of the pool." 

Securitization has been credited for much of the tremendous growth of the U.S. financial sector over recent decades but also blamed as a cause of the Great Recession. The New York Times article that sparked Congress's interest in life settlement securitization commented on a similar duality: the potential for profit in a new financial product, coupled with the fear of a new market crisis. In fact, however, securitization has existed in the realm of insurance for some time but has been focused on assets and risks other than life settlements. These are generally ways for insurers to spread risk. For example, in natural catastrophe bonds ("cat bonds"), insurers sell promises to pay high yields, except in the event of a natural disaster of designated magnitude. Since the insurer keeps funds in such a contingency, the insurer is effectively shielded from the risk of natural disasters that give rise to significant insurance claims. Mortality cat bonds perform a similar function, but only if an event causes deaths beyond a specified threshold. As such, recent fears of an H1N1 swine flu pandemic stirred interest in increased insurer-side securitization of life insurance through mortality cat bonds.

More traditionally, insurers have sought protection from excessive claims by purchasing reinsurance. Reinsurance providers also seek to smooth their risk profiles in the retrocessional market—essentially the market for reinsurance of reinsurance liabilities. Increasingly, reinsurance providers are also sharing their risks with capital markets through securitization. In 2005, reinsurer Swiss Re
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issued bonds for $245 million backed by a pool of life insurance policies the firm had reinsured.128 Note that such securitization is a mirror image of life settlement securitization: instead of insureds selling their claims to death benefits that are then pooled, insurers sell their claims to premium streams that are then pooled and collateralized. As life settlement investors stand to profit by the early deaths of policy-sellers, investors in reinsurance recoverables profit from the greater longevity of insureds.

Unlike these insurer-side securitizations, however, life settlement securitization is yet a nascent field. Moreover, most life settlement securitizations are executed as private placements, so data on them is not generally available.129 A 1995 report refers to an early securitization by Ironwood Capital Partners of viatical settlements of AIDS victims with a combined face value of $35 million.130 Since then, only a few life settlement securitizations have been reported publicly. Legacy Benefits Life Insurance Settlements issued bonds in 2004 on a $70.3 million face value pool of policies and annuities. Moody’s rated the bonds A1 and Baa2, based on “mortality projections . . . [and] the credit quality of the insurance and annuity providers, most of which currently hold a Moody’s financial strength rating of Aa3 or better . . . .”131 Moody’s ratings utilized Monte Carlo simulation, a method of modeling random events, to gauge policy-seller mortality, testing the medical assessments by Legacy’s hired evaluators.132 Risk Finance, a subsidiary of the troubled American International Group (AIG), executed a larger securitization in 2009. A.M. Best Co. rated the bonds, which were worth over $2 billion and backed by life insurance policies with combined face value of $8.4 billion.133 These few publicly known securitizations have grown significantly in value but so far “appear to have had little or no impact on the life settlement or life insurance markets.”134
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E. Reactions to Life Settlement Securitization

Securitization has been limited, in part, because market participants remain wary of the risks and difficulties particular to securitizing life insurance products. Standard & Poor’s (S&P), for example, has said it does not plan to rate life settlement securitizations for the foreseeable future. Chief among the firm’s reasons was the still limited supply of policies, which has prevented many would-be securitizers from gathering enough policies to achieve statistical credibility. S&P also cited legal concerns that underlying policies might be deemed void for lack of insurable interest, presumably as a result of STOLI. S&P further noted that there is yet little data comparing mortality projections to actual outcomes. Settlement providers do not retain enough risk in securitizations, and settlement securitizations may in fact be correlated to other economic risks because, if an economic downturn causes insurer insolvencies, traditional beneficiaries may receive superior treatment to investors.

In February 2010, the American Council of Life Insurers (ACLI) called for life settlement securitization to be prohibited by legislation or regulation. The group asserted that securitization would encourage settlement providers to prey on elderly insureds and to instigate STOLI transactions. Further, securitization would create untenable risks for investors because settlement providers would be separated from risk, STOLI losses would be total (unlike mortgage defaults, which at least leave investors with a physical asset), and securitizers would not be able—partly because of privacy protections—to share enough information for investors to conduct sufficient due diligence.

The Institutional Life Markets Association (ILMA) accused ACLI of confusing STOLI with bona fide life settlements. ILMA’s statement named several
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benefits of securitization, including lowering the cost of borrowing for settlement providers and professionalizing the asset management and servicing of policies. LISA echoed ILMA, stating that the ACLI statement was "sensationalistic nonsense," denying that securitization would increase incentives for STOLI, and arguing that unscrupulous insurance agents are the root of the STOLI problem.

Life settlement executives made similar responses to a September 2009 New York Times article. One provider, David Mickelson, asserted that life settlement securitization would not create the risks attributed to MBS. He pointed out: "[E]ach policy has the backing of an insurance institution with a rating no lower than AA . . . And the insurance industry has a perfect record of always paying death claims." The assertion is true, though many states' insurance guaranty laws cover life insurance claims up to only $300,000, which would reflect a significant payout reduction for many high-face-value policies. Mickelson added that an elderly person's longevity is very unlikely to be extended by more than twenty to forty months—but analysis indicates that a forty-month extension on an average policy could reduce investor profit from 13% to less than 5%.

Life settlement-backed CDOs are already considered securities by the SEC. However, noting the "potentially far-reaching consequences of the recent movement toward securitization of life settlements," the SEC has established a Life Settlements Task Force to explore regulatory options for the future. This Note similarly seeks to determine whether life settlement securitizations could create problems—particularly problems that resemble causes of the late financial crisis.
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II. Frictions and Risks in Viatical and Life Settlement Securitization

This Part compares the securitization process for life insurance settlements to that for mortgages, focusing on the sources of risk that have contributed to the recent financial crisis. In establishing a framework for this discussion, I draw on the analysis of subprime mortgage securitization conducted by Adam Ashcraft and Til Schuermann of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. Their work represents the consensus view of the sources of risk in mortgage securitization and identifies seven “key frictions”—interactions between actors in which divergent interests and informational disparities or deficiencies have potential to increase risk. These are frictions between: (1) mortgagor and lender; (2) lender and securitization arranger; (3) arranger and third parties; (4) servicer and mortgagor; (5) servicer and third parties; (6) asset manager and investor; and (7) investor and credit rating agencies. The authors explain how “five frictions caused the subprime crisis”: frictions 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7.

Before comparing securitization in mortgages and life settlements, it is important to clarify how roles in the two processes correspond to each other. Most importantly, the individual insured in a life insurance settlement corresponds to the lender in a mortgage transaction, not the borrower: the lender and the insured are the two parties who sell their contractual entitlements for securitization. Likewise, insurers and mortgagors are the parties whose payments fund the payouts of asset-backed bonds.

The remaining actors correspond in a fairly straightforward manner. A life settlement provider plays the part of the arranger who buys the contractual right and organizes a securitization. For the sake of simplicity, I generally assume (as Ashcraft and Schuermann do) that each of the roles described above is played by a single party. In the mortgage context, there is often a broker who brings together a borrower and a lender. An individual typically buys an insurance policy through an insurance agent, who represents any number of insurers in sales but is not directly employed by any one insurance firm. Brokers can also bring together buyers and sellers in the secondary market for life insur-
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Finally, life settlement providers may sell policies to an independent entity that arranges securitization. An additional intermediary means an additional point of friction that can increase risk. These intermediaries are not, however, essential to securitization, and this Note will only discuss the additional problems they may create (agency issues and information asymmetries) when particularly important. The relevant third parties in the mortgage context are CRAs and asset managers (agents of investors). The same is true for insurance settlement securitization, with the addition of medical underwriters who provide life expectancy analysis to support the settlement provider and rating agency. Finally, the roles of servicers, asset managers, and investors are analogous in the two securitization contexts.

Of the seven frictions identified by Ashcraft and Schuermann, five are found in both mortgage and life settlement securitization. This Part does not extensively discuss the two other frictions, which are not relevant to insurance settlement securitization. This Part also identifies three frictions unique to insurance settlement securitization. These frictions concern the special relationships between (8) investors and insurers’ other creditors; (9) investors and insureds; and (10) investors and insureds’ survivors. A concluding Section presents
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158. These frictions—4 and 5—both involve the mortgage servicer employed by an SPV to collect payments, provide customer service to mortgagors, supervise foreclosures, and handle other administrative tasks. Ashcraft & Schuermann, supra note 21, at i, 7. Life settlement securitizations also require servicers to monitor the life/death status of insureds and perhaps collect death benefits from insurers. A.M. Best Co., supra note 135, at 2. However, this servicer would not encounter the same frictions seen in mortgage securitization. Friction 4 reflects moral hazard in a mortgagor’s reduced incentive to care for property once a servicer appears likely to foreclose. Ashcraft & Schuermann, supra note 21, at i, 7. Insurers on the other hand have strong incentives to pay death benefits (judicial contract enforcement and reputational incentives). Friction 5 concerns servicers’ incentives to delay foreclosure and continue collecting fees at the expense of investors and others. Id. at i-i, 8-9. Life settlement servicers may also want to keep policies on the books, but they have little ability to delay a policy’s end. Ashcraft and Schuermann also note that mortgage servicers have incentive to inflate reimbursable expenses incurred during foreclosures. Id. Life settlement servicers have a similar incentive but no duty as costly as foreclosure. Any effect of this moral hazard promises to be minor.
findings on the overall similarity in risk structure between the two types of securitization and how risks might be realized in an enlarged market for life settlement-backed securities.

A. Frictions Common to Mortgage and Insurance Settlement Securitization

Five frictions in mortgage securitization—precisely the ones identified as causing the subprime crisis—also appear in life settlement securitization. They are the frictions between: (1) mortgagor/insurer and lender/insured; (2) lender/insured and securitization arranger/settlement provider-arranger; (3) arranger/settlement provider-arranger and third parties; (6) asset manager and investor; and (7) investor and CRAs. This Section demonstrates how each friction functions in the two contexts.

Friction 1: Insurer and Insured. In the mortgage context, this friction takes the form of a lender’s originate-to-distribute mindset and predatory lending. That is, lenders who believe they can lend more than the borrower can repay but nevertheless sell the loan have an incentive to lend too much. This tendency mirrors the incentive of borrowers, particularly unsophisticated ones motivated by pressing short-term needs, to borrow too much. The risk is straightforward: a borrower with too large a loan is likely to default to the detriment of whoever bears the loan’s credit risk.

In the life insurance context, the friction between insurer and insured centers on STOLI and insurance fraud. Insurers stand to lose when they are defrauded into accepting risk they would normally refuse, given honest information. As discussed above, policies transferred to investors are far less likely to lapse than insurers project, magnifying the effects of such fraud. Even if fraud or policy-voiding STOLI is discovered, insurers are likely to suffer the costs of litigating disputes.

For a securitization, however, the greater significance of fraud and STOLI is that courts may find the associated insurance contracts void ab initio. A securi-
ritized pool of policies would lose all value attributed to the voided policies, and bondholders’ profits would be reduced, absent recovery from the insured (or the insured’s estate), the settlement provider, or another intermediary. Investors have a strong argument that policy sales into the SPV include implied warranties that the policies were legal and valid—unless such warranties are explicitly eliminated through contract. Even with warranties, though, investors would likely incur significant litigation costs to pursue recovery—and may still fail to recover if defendants cannot pay.

This discussion raises the question posed by ACLI: Will securitization encourage an increase in STOLI transactions or other types of fraud by insurance applicants? Securitization is likely to encourage both. As Steven Schwarcz discusses, “securitization of a flawed asset type can motivate greater origination of that asset type.” Securitization serves—ideally—to isolate and clarify risk. Investors are willing to pay more for such clarity. Higher prices in turn increase demand in the secondary market for the underlying assets. To any individuals and settlement providers who perceive the ability to sell or securitize policies with limited exposure to risk, higher prices on the secondary market provide incentives to engage in fraud. Furthermore, the information advantage of insurance applicants, who are intimately aware of their own health, facilitates the execution of fraud.

The flip side of this friction is not a concern in settlement securitization. While the mortgage securitization business must contend with both predatory borrowing and lending, there is no significant risk of insurers issuing policies against their own economic interest. A lender who is divorced from default risk and an unsophisticated borrower who is interested in near-term cash may both eagerly agree to oversized loans. Insurers are sophisticated parties, quite cognizant of traditional risks, and interested in long-term profit; their goal is to insure healthy people who live for many years, not to insure those near death. Still, some proponents of life settlements have accused insurance agents of ineffective (i) discovery and (ii) denial of STOLI applications.

Friction 2: Insured and Settlement Provider. When a lender sells loans to a securitization arranger, the lender has a strong information advantage regarding the credit-worthiness of borrowers. Further, the lender has incentive to exaggerate the quality of the loan to achieve a higher sales price. The general solution
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to such friction is due diligence by the arranger, but arrangers may have contributed to the recent crisis through their carelessness. In addition, the lender usually makes representations and warranties (R&W) about the mortgagor and underwriting process that, if violated, may obligate the lender to repurchase the affected loans.

The same is true of an insured negotiating the sale of a policy to a settlement provider. The insured knows more about his or her own health and has an incentive to exaggerate health problems to win a higher sales price. Like mortgage securitization arrangers, settlement providers attempt to resolve this friction through due diligence, provided in part by medical underwriters. These underwriters are engaged by settlement providers to examine medical records and estimate life expectancies of would-be policy-sellers. The underwriters typically use a system developed by reinsurers to measure an insured’s mortality risk based on demonstrated medical conditions against a standard risk. Most medical underwriters today reportedly base their calculations on a common dataset, the 2008 Valuation Basic Table.

A.M. Best reports, however, that medical underwriters do not have a strong record of accurately estimating life expectancies. In a comparative study by A.M. Best, three medical underwriters produced widely divergent life expectancies for the same group of two hundred lives: Average life expectancies from two of the firms were twenty-four months apart. However, A.M. Best says that the underwriters have improved their accuracy over time and may improve further as more historical data becomes available.

Still, the errors in life expectancy predictions and market intermediaries’ incentives to exploit such error remain significant. Policy-sellers do provide information about their health status to settlement providers just as lenders make R&Ws regarding mortgages. However, the ultimate owner of the policy is likely stuck with any losses, unless they can prove fraud by the insured.

**Friction 3: Settlement Provider/Securitization Arranger and Third Parties.** A mortgage securitization arranger may have an incentive to keep the most promising mortgages for itself and securitize the rest. The arranger can accomplish...
this adverse selection because of the information advantage it has over third parties: the arranger knows more about the loans than do either the credit rating agency or investors or their asset managers. A classic “lemons problem” may result: buyers distrust sellers and discount their offers, which incentivizes sellers to hold back more top-quality assets, and a market-destructive cycle begins. Alternatively, buyers may overly trust sellers and pay high prices for risky investments. This friction is exacerbated if the arranger does not retain ownership of any of the securities issued—especially the most junior, equity tranche of bonds. The arranger is then completely divorced from the risk that the securities will fail to generate profit. The arranger’s incentive becomes maximizing the sales price, not ensuring the quality of the underlying assets.

A well-functioning market mitigates such problems. Since securitization arrangers must depend on their reputations to sell investments, they have incentives to ensure their customers’ satisfaction with the purchase price and profit earned. Due diligence by investors, asset managers, and CRAs should help assure that prices are reasonable. As the subprime crisis demonstrated, however, these safeguards are not foolproof.

In a life settlement securitization, the lemons problem is lessened when more individualized data is available to all parties, reducing the settlement provider’s informational advantage. While settlement providers have the same motivation to retain the best assets in-house, they may be forced to share medical and other information regarding the policies to be securitized (though not patient identities protected by privacy laws). Third parties in a mortgage securitization make generalized estimations about default rates based on demographic information such as local “unemployment rates, interest rates, and home price appreciation.” Third parties in life settlement securitizations are better able to base their decisions on relatively specific information about each patient’s medical condition. Knowing that a pool of insureds includes victims of certain diseases diagnosed at certain times is simply more helpful in estimating life expectancies than is information on mortgagors’ neighborhoods in projecting default rates. Whereas arrangers have a relative advantage in predicting which mortgagors are likely to make their payments, a settlement provider is on more equal footing with third parties in estimating when a given insured will die. Still, the incentive to raise the sale price persists, as does the friction. The settlement provider-arranger always wants to make its assets appear more valuable than they truly are, especially if the arranger retains no ownership of the securities issued.
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Friction 6: Asset Manager and Investor. This friction is a classic principal-agent problem. Unsophisticated investors—pensioners in a pension fund, for example—typically employ a portfolio or asset manager to handle their investments. These investors may be ill-equipped to distinguish between a savvy manager and one that is less capable. Since these investors will not closely monitor their investments, the asset manager has reduced incentive to conduct thorough due diligence. Fiduciary obligations of investment advisors do reduce this friction, but such obligations are typically weak, requiring only a minimal level of care. The friction is further mitigated by evaluations of asset managers against benchmarks or peers—or by restricting the investments that asset managers can make. If these restrictions are defined by credit ratings, however, they serve to magnify the influence of credit ratings on investors' fortunes. Friction 6 equally applies to life settlement securitization.

Friction 7: Investor and Credit Rating Agencies. CRAs created models to estimate the income expected from pools of mortgages and, therefore, the profit expected from MBS. Investors relied heavily on the resulting bond ratings. However, a host of weaknesses in the credit rating process caused CRAs to signal too much confidence in inherently risky assets. The most important of these weaknesses arises because the mathematical structure of securitization causes even small model errors to drastically distort expected income and the resulting rating. This effect is magnified in what some refer to as CDO-squared (CDO²), in which asset-backed securities themselves are pooled and resecuritized.

Model errors can have any number of sources. For example, since CRAs base their ratings on available historical data, errors become more likely—and ratings become less reliable—when data is scarce. Wall Street faced such a paucity of data concerning default rates of subprime mortgages when it began securitizing them. A second sort of error resulted from CRAs' misjudgment of correlation among the events they were predicting, namely mortgage defaults. CRAs did not sufficiently recognize that a default might reflect underlying con-
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ditions that raised the likelihood of many other, simultaneous defaults. For example, a given default might correlate to many others because they are all brought about by a downturn in the broader economy. As it happened, CRAs often issued ratings to MBS without factoring in the possible ill-effects of an economic recession. Other possible sources of model error include conflict of interest for CRAs, which are typically paid by securitization arrangers, and CRAs' hesitation to correct prior errors in order to protect their reputations.

All of these weaknesses in the credit rating process apply to securitization of life settlements to differing degrees. Because life settlement securitizations share the same structure as mortgage securitizations, the two also share the mathematical vulnerability to even modest imprecision in model assumptions. However, as a result of the scarcity of settled policies, resecuritizations—creations of life settlement-backed CDO'—are unlikely to occur. As such, the magnified vulnerability of CDO' to model error is unlikely to affect life settlement securitization in the foreseeable future.

As they did with subprime securitizations, CRAs suffer from a lack of dense historical data on which to base judgments about life settlement-backed securities. Medical underwriters are responsible for gauging life expectancies for insureds represented in a pool of insurance policies, and, as noted above, their predictions are not reliably accurate. This weakness may also be exacerbated by the fact that CRAs receive life expectancy data from medical underwriters, often with supporting proprietary calculations redacted. Thus the CRAs cannot make independent judgments on the data. As a result, while they may adjust life expectancies as they believe appropriate, CRAs necessarily base ratings in part on faith that the medical underwriters' calculations are accurate. Additionally, CRAs must estimate the extent to which STOLI will destroy value within a pool of insurance policies. Here, too, reliable historical data is scarce.
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VIATICAL AND LIFE SETTLEMENT SECURITIZATION

Correlation risk applies to life insurance settlement investments, as demonstrated by the viatical crash of the mid-1990s in response to improved AIDS medications. Investment in a pool of AIDS victims' insurance policies is vulnerable to the discovery of a cure, just as an MBS is vulnerable to any stimulus that causes mortgagors to default simultaneously. However, this correlation risk can be significantly mitigated through disease diversity. By ensuring that no one disease affects too large a portion of a securitized pool of life insurance, arrangers and CRAs can limit—but not eliminate—the influence of new treatments on investment value. CRAs must also contend with universally rising life expectancies, though sudden, dramatic, and widespread life expectancy extensions are generally unlikely. Accounting for all of these differences, correlation risk can be more effectively managed in life settlement securitization than in the MBS context.

The broader economy affects life settlements less than mortgages, but life settlements' non-correlative nature can be exaggerated. Mortality has little to do with economic cycles, but insurance death benefits are collected only if insurers pay them. Insurers have a strong record of paying death benefits, but as S&P notes, how investor-owned policies will fare in future insurer insolvencies remains unknown. Conceivably, a legislature or court could give priority to traditional beneficiaries.

The potential conflict of interest resulting from CRAs' employment by securitization arrangers is present in the life settlement securitization environment, though it may be weaker than in mortgage securitization. Currently, life settlement securitizations are rare, and CRAs do not depend on them for significant business. Accordingly, undue pressure to pander to arrangers by inflating credit ratings is low. In contrast, at the mortgage securitization bubble's peak in 2006, Moody's reported that 44% of its revenue came from issuing ratings on structured financial products, largely MBS.

Lastly, CRAs' hesitance to downgrade prior ratings on MBS applies to securitizations of life settlements as well, though perhaps to a lesser degree. Since the
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life settlement market is smaller than the mortgage market, CRAs may feel less embarrassed to admit mistakes related to life settlements. This may also reduce fears about the systemic impact of downgrades. Additionally, agencies may have emerged from the MBS crisis predisposed to respond to deteriorating situations with quicker downgrades.

B. Frictions Unique to Insurance Settlement Securitization

Three additional frictions, not applicable to mortgage securitization, may substantially affect life settlement securitization: frictions between (8) investors and insolvent insurers’ other creditors; (9) the insured and third parties; and (10) investors and insureds’ survivors.

Friction 8: Investors and Insurers’ Other Creditors. When mortgagors become insolvent and cannot pay home mortgage payments, mortgagees typically enjoy a clear right to repossess the home. Investors buy life settlement-backed securities expecting that when their servicer files a death claim with an insurer, the insurer will pay benefits into the SPV that owns the decedent’s life insurance policy. But what if the insurer is insolvent? Although subject to state requirements concerning capitalization and reserve maintenance, insurers may invest much of their wealth, and losing investments sometimes lead to insolvencies. States often restrict insurers to seemingly safe investments, such as highly rated bonds. As a result, insurance firms purchased large numbers of MBS before the Great Recession. Insurer insolvencies have remained rare, but some insurers have collapsed, such as the giant AIG.

This example reflects that insurer insolvencies occur most often during times of economic crisis—when seemingly safe investments plummet in value. State guaranty laws, which safeguard payments to policyholders, govern standard insurer insolvencies. Investors may ultimately enjoy equal treatment in insurer insolvencies, but in a severe economic crisis, a court, legislature, receiver, or trustee could prioritize payments to struggling families over Wall Street investors. Fear of this sort of subordination was one reason cited by S&P for ab-
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staining from life settlement securitization rating altogether. The magnitude of this risk to investors is unclear, but it does indicate that life settlement-backed securities can be vulnerable to the vicissitudes of the broader economy, as discussed vis-à-vis CRAs under Friction 7.

Friction 9: Investors and Insureds. Friction 1 explored the view that the originate-to-distribute model of lending created moral hazard, encouraging lenders to issue mortgages with a high likelihood of default, but mortgage originators certainly have no affirmative interest in causing a loan to fail. Mortgagors, though they would rather not make payments, stand to lose dearly in default and have no interest in destroying their property. Though different parties to a mortgage oppose each other as debtor and creditor, all parties have aligned interests in seeing loans repaid without foreclosure and with homes intact.

In a life settlement, insureds usually seek an outcome that destroys investor value: not dying. Moreover, when an insured’s life expectancy is extended through treatment or otherwise, the insured need not inform investor, servicer, or settlement provider. The servicer may periodically contact the insured to determine whether the insured is alive, but Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations allow insureds to revoke, at any time, previous authorization for access to medical records. Regulations generally forbid medical professionals from sharing personal health information with anyone other than the patient without patient authorization. A.M. Best advises security-issuers to offer insureds incentives to continue providing health information or seek limited powers of attorney so that up-to-date health information will be available during the rating process; the rating agency warns, however, that enforcement of powers of attorney may not be practical, and continual access to the insured’s health information is unlikely. This will remain true unless medical privacy laws change significantly.

Investors in MBS suffer a similar lack of information regarding the financial health of mortgagors, but to a lesser degree. Servicers receive warning about potential defaults when mortgagors miss payments. Also, a mortgagor in deteriorating financial condition may contact the servicer to negotiate loan restructuring. This contact provides data to the servicer, and hence to investors, about the state of the mortgages and the health of the investment. By contrast, investors in life settlement-backed securities likely cannot obtain up-to-date health information on insureds and, therefore, cannot know about changes in the expected value of their investment, which insureds have an interest—and sometimes an ability—to diminish.

211. See Thomas, supra note 135.
Friction 10: Investors and Insured’s Survivors. Investors in MBS do not ultimately depend on the help of mortgage lenders to collect payments. However, if a life insurer denies a death claim, investors in life settlement-backed securities may require assistance from the insured’s survivors. Insurers can deny claims based on an assertion that the insured’s death was not covered—or on allegations of insurance fraud or lack of insurable interest. In all of these cases, investors may need evidence in the possession of the insured’s grieving survivors, who may be disinclined to help investors.

Investors may seek court orders to compel survivors to help, and if the insurer succeeds in denying the claim, investors may have a contract claim against the insured’s estate for selling an invalid policy. But such action would incur litigation costs and possibly encounter statute of limitations issues. This friction—the separation of the survivors’ information from the beneficial interest in the policy—injects additional uncertainty into the value of a life settlement.

C. The Frictions’ Net Effect

Fundamental differences between mortgage and life settlement securitization make it difficult to determine which is more plagued by the various frictions, but it is safe to say that enough informational asymmetries, ambiguities, and divergent interests exist to cause serious problems in life settlement securitization. The life settlement market’s smaller size will mean its influence on the broader economy is less than that of mortgage securitization. Recall that projections on life settlements stop short of predicting $200 billion in settled life insurance by 2030,216 though the market could expand more, given the $19.1 trillion in life insurance policies in force at the end of 2008.217 Still, a crisis that costs billions of dollars is always significant, and there are several ways that losses from a life settlement crisis could become greater than expected. For example, a significant prevalence of STOLI—perhaps brought on by securitization-spurred demand for settlements as discussed under Friction 1—could cause market growth beyond current projections and could cause a crisis in which significant investment value is completely erased.

A life settlement crisis could also have stronger impact if, for example, baby-boomers increasingly retire without sufficient savings. The life settlement market could then grow more than expected in size and effect on the national economy. The widespread misperception that life settlements are immune from economic downturns could also lead to more investment than currently projected. Other exogenous events could also exacerbate the frictions and risks discussed above. Advances in medical technology could significantly prolong life expectancies—perhaps across many diseases—and greatly reduce investment payouts a la Frictions 7 (between investors and CRAs) and 9 (between investors and insureds). A major recession, especially one that engenders popular anger
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at Wall Street while also producing insurer insolvencies, could jeopardize inves-
tors’ interests as discussed under Friction 8. Again, the greater fear must be that
after an initial loss of value, a collapse in life settlement securitization could me-
tastasize into a larger crisis if uncertainty gives way to panic.

Moreover, the collapse of life settlement securitization would almost surely
have the second-order effect of essentially eliminating demand for life insurance
policies in the secondary market. Thus, a crisis would affect investors as well as
elderly policyholders in need of settlements. They would suffer especially if, as
discussed above, their life expectancies—and, therefore, their need for retire-
ment funds—were significantly increased. This would force elderly policyhold-
ers to cope in other ways: working later in life, borrowing or receiving money
from their families, or selling other assets such as real estate and financial hold-
ings. This is a disaster worth preventing.

III. Proposed Regulation

How can law serve to resolve frictions in life settlement securitization and
reduce associated risks? Congress recently passed, and President Obama signed
into law, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act to
overhaul U.S. financial regulation and impose new rules for securitization. As
noted earlier, Steven Strongin of Goldman Sachs has argued that life settlement
securitization poses no unique risks and demands no special
9 regulation,
so he
would likely urge Congress to go no further than the Dodd-Frank Act.

As explored in Part II, however, the securitization process for life settle-
ments exhibits frictions distinct from other securitizations and manifests now
familiar frictions in nuanced ways. While some provisions of the Dodd-Frank
Act, as discussed below, help alleviate frictions and risks in life settlement secu-
ritization, we still need additional specialized regulation. This Note serves as a
warning that Congress’s action to date on securitization regulation is too nar-
row. As the American Bar Association (ABA) Business Law Section asserts, “a
‘one size fits all’ approach is unlikely to work for securitization, which is more
varied in its structures, assets and economics than most observers realize.”

The failure of Congress to heed this advice may prove costly.

This Part discusses what regulations are appropriate for life settlement secu-
ritization, given the likely interpretations of the Dodd-Frank Act. These regu-
lations—several already included in the Dodd-Frank Act and five newly pro-
posed here—divide fairly neatly into four categories. In order of importance to
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life settlement securitization, the categories are: (A) reforms targeting lender, settlement provider, and securitizer incentives; (B) investor protection through credit rating improvements; (C) direct protections for investors; and (D) front-end consumer and insurer protections.

The five proposals introduced here aim to help safeguard the principles of transparency and appropriate interest alignment. These principles are critical because a healthy market in settlement-backed securities requires that all parties be able to discern the risks they assume, and better-positioned actors have sufficiently low incentive to take advantage of other market participants. Again in order of importance, these five new proposals are: (1) risk retention requirements for settlement providers to reduce moral hazard; (2) specialized disclosures by CRAs to clarify risks for investors; (3) a federal prohibition on prioritization of ordinary insurance beneficiaries over investors in insurer insolvencies; (4) a federal STOLI ban; and (5) enhanced insurance applications to prevent STOLI.

A. Reforms Targeting Lender, Settlement Provider, and Securitizer Incentives

The Dodd-Frank Act seeks to readjust incentives of lenders and securitizers to eliminate moral hazard and the temptation to create and sell bad debt. The principal mechanism proposed for achieving this goal is the concept of risk retention. If lenders or securitizers remain subject to a portion of the credit risk associated with the self-liquidating assets they sell, they will work harder to ensure that those assets are likely to pay off. In theory, this sort of reform would ameliorate Friction 1 by discouraging lending to borrowers who are not likely to repay, and Frictions 2 and 3 by reducing lenders' and securitizers' ability to sell bad debts without putting themselves in peril.

Those who deny that the divorce between risk and influential market actors has played a role in the securitization crisis may continue to argue that risk retention requirements are unnecessary. Others worry that risk retention may actually increase the likelihood of problems by communicating to market participants that a given risk is reasonable when in fact lenders and securitizers have misjudged risky assets. The ABA's Business Law Section has expressed (somewhat outlandish) concerns that risk retention requirements may have other unintended consequences such as ending securitization altogether. The moral hazard logic, however, appears clear: Asset originators and securitizers are more likely to deal in faulty assets when they face no negative conse-
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quences;\textsuperscript{226} forcing originators to retain some of the risk they create would resolve this problem. Nevertheless, the Dodd-Frank Act calls for a study to assess the likely effects of risk retention requirements and how best to manage them.\textsuperscript{227}

The new law also calls for federal agencies to determine an appropriate portion of risk for originators and securitizers to retain.\textsuperscript{228} Importantly, “originator” is defined as “a person who . . . through the extension of credit or otherwise, creates a financial asset that collateralizes an asset-backed security . . .”\textsuperscript{229} The law’s risk retention requirements will help alleviate Friction 3—the incentive and ability of securitizers to exploit third parties in securitization of mortgages, life settlements, and many other asset types. In loan-based securitizations, regulators can also assign some risk to lenders, thereby helping to resolve Friction 2, creating incentives for lenders to ensure the credit-worthiness of borrowers. However, the language of the bills does not require risk retention by settlement providers unless they also serve as securitizers. This is because settlement providers buy but do not create a financial asset. As such, the likely interpretation of the Dodd-Frank Act will not mitigate Friction 2 for life settlement securitization.

Life Settlement-Specific Regulatory Proposal 1: Risk Retention by Settlement Providers to Alleviate Frictions 2 and 10. Providers of viatical and life settlements who are not also securitizers should be required to retain some investment risk in their securitized policies. This reform is necessary for the same reason securitizers should retain some risk: Aligning the interests of those with power to represent an investment’s value with the interests of the eventual investors.\textsuperscript{230} Note, however, that the new law calls for risk retention by lenders, who again, correspond to insureds in life settlement transactions. However, requiring insureds to retain risk would be inappropriate because financial incentives that take effect after their deaths are unlikely to influence their behavior. Moreover, insureds’ interest in living longer is always at odds with investors’ interests in collecting benefits, as discussed under Friction 9 above.

Risk retention by settlement providers would, conversely, help resolve Friction 2 by incentivizing providers to conduct thorough diligence on insureds and ensure that their settlements are good bets. The reform also aims to reduce Friction 10 between investors and insured’s survivors by encouraging settlement providers to gather as much potentially useful information as possible from the insured so that, in any eventuating litigation, investors will depend as little as possible on the insured’s survivors for assistance.

\textsuperscript{226} See supra text accompanying notes 160, 170, 177-179.
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B. Investor Protection Through Credit Rating Improvements

Credit ratings exist to inform investors of the magnitude of risk in their investments. To aid in that mission and to give investors a clearer understanding about the reliability of ratings, the Dodd-Frank Act calls for regulation of CRAs to improve their operations and increase transparency. The law calls for a system of internal controls at each CRA to ensure the integrity of its ratings and requires each agency’s rating methodologies to be approved by its board. The Act also calls on the SEC to set requirements for public disclosures concerning every rating. The Act provides guidance to the SEC that these disclosures should be easily comparable to the disclosures of other CRAs and should include information regarding data that has informed the rating; underlying assumptions; limitations of the rating and risks that the agency has not examined; the agency’s level of uncertainty in the rating; relevant conflicts of interest; historical performance of the rating; and expected probability of default. While the Act does not prohibit CRAs from being employed by the institutions whose issuances they rate, it does seek to minimize conflicts of interest by requiring agencies to separate their sales and marketing functions from their rating activities.

These reforms promise to improve the rating process for all securitizations, increasing the likelihood of accurate ratings and helping investors understand the meaning of the ratings. However, under its new authority from Congress, the SEC will presumably promulgate disclosure requirements with the recent crisis in mind, and the new disclosure requirements will likely focus on the limitations of rating mortgage securitizations. The SEC should ensure, though, that its requirements do not focus too exclusively on those limitations, allowing risks specific to life settlement and other securitizations to go unreported. The SEC should issue tailored CRA disclosure requirements relating to the special limitations on the ratings of life settlement-backed securities.

Life Settlement-Specific Regulatory Proposal 2: Special CRA Disclosures to Alleviate Frictions 7 and 9. To promote transparency and discourage over-reliance on ratings (Friction 7), I propose three disclosures that CRAs should make to investors relating to special attributes of life settlement securitizations. CRAs should make these disclosures rather than securitizers because CRAs have less financial incentive to downplay negative information and perhaps less bias to prevent assessment of negative factors.

First, CRAs should provide investors with an estimate of life expectancy correlation risks. While disease diversity can mitigate the overall effect of advances in medicine, some correlation risk will always remain. CRAs should fur-
ther explain that error in estimating correlation risk could seriously and adversely affect rating accuracy. Second, as Congress envisions, CRAs should be upfront about information that they cannot know. In the life settlement context, this means that CRAs should explain that life expectancy determination is not yet a statistically-reliable science, even when applied to large numbers. CRAs should estimate the penetration of STOLI and other fraud in a policy pool but emphasize that no rating agency can be sure of exact figures.

Finally, CRAs should explain that changes in the prognoses of underlying insureds could affect investment values. This information, moreover, may be unavailable to anyone but the insureds themselves (Friction 9) due to medical privacy laws. While this CRA disclosure would not eliminate the friction between investors and insureds, it would alert investors and reduce the likelihood of market panic when investors do encounter Friction 9. Some may argue that generally framed requirements could adequately solicit all of these disclosures, but to ensure that CRAs do not again hide weaknesses in their ratings—intentionally or not—disclosure requirements should be specific.

C. Direct Protections for Investors

The Dodd-Frank Act includes provisions to increase protections of and disclosures to potentially vulnerable investors. These reforms aim to resolve Friction 3 (between securitizers and third parties, including investors) by enabling investors to investigate sellers more effectively. The reforms also attempt to mitigate Friction 6 (between investors and asset managers) by encouraging asset managers to maintain adequate care for clients' interests.

The Act requires disclosure to investors of the R&Ws that come with asset-backed securities and, importantly, how given R&Ws differ from industry standards.\[^{235}\] The hope here is to give investors enough information with which to identify riskier securities that come without significant guarantees. The Act calls for CRAs to make this disclosure,\[^{236}\] though some argue it should come directly from issuers themselves.\[^{237}\] It also requires securitizers to disclose all the repurchase requests they have fulfilled—that is, every time an asset has been repurchased by its issuer because a representation or warranty to investors had been violated.\[^{238}\] The intention here is to enable "investors [to] identify asset originators with clear underwriting deficiencies."\[^{239}\] However, the ABA Business Law Section argues that this information may not be as meaningful as the total number of repurchase requests received.\[^{240}\]
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In the interest of increasing investment manager accountability to investors (ameliorating Friction 6), the Dodd-Frank Act calls for a study to determine whether to eliminate the distinction between broker-dealers and investment advisors by imposing on the former fiduciary duties of care long associated with the latter.241 If Congress does make such a change, then whenever investors rely on broker-dealers' advice in buying asset-backed securities, the broker-dealers would be liable for any lapse in due care. However, this reform is of limited value: In typical securities transactions, unsophisticated investors (such as pensioners) are already represented by investment advisors with fiduciary duties.242

Understanding R&Ws, knowing about repurchases resulting from R&W violations, and enjoying fiduciary guarantees of broker-dealer care would benefit any securitization investor to some degree. However, these regulations do nothing to address the special risk faced by investors in life settlement securitizations—that an investor-owned policy would be subordinated to policies with ordinary beneficiaries in insurer insolvency (Friction 8). This risk deserves special regulation.

Life Settlement-Specific Regulatory Proposal 3: Investor Protection in Insurer Insolvency to Alleviate Friction 8. A federal mandate of equal treatment for the two policy types could largely cure the risk of investor subordination to traditional beneficiaries. Again, that risk would be most acute in major recessions characterized by popular anger at Wall Street and investors. And since parts of the Dodd-Frank Act may make Washington bailouts of insurance companies more likely,243 this reform should also ensure that taxpayer bailout funds go to insurer creditors regardless of their investor or non-investor status.

This reform would benefit investors by making investment values clearer, and it is also fair. If investors have paid premiums like policy-holding insureds, it is inequitable to deprive investors of their rightful return. Moreover, investors will have already helped other insureds by paying them for their policies at sale. All insureds benefit from the increased access to liquidity that these investors provide. Federal law should protect all of these benefits—to insureds and investors—in insurer insolvencies.

The strongest argument against this reform is that it is unnecessary: Insurers rarely become insolvent and always pay death claims.244 This reform admittedly guards against a worst-case, but possible, scenario that seems most likely in a major recession. As improbable as such a scenario may be, one of the most important lessons of the late crisis must be that the apparent improbability of a crisis is not a sufficient reason to forgo safeguarding against it.
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D. Front-End Consumer and Insurer Protections

Other provisions in the Dodd-Frank Act seek to prevent predatory lending and related exploitation of consumers. These provisions aim to resolve Friction 1 (between lenders and borrowers), which threatens to lead to bad debts. The Act creates, within the Federal Reserve System, a new Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection (BCFP) to oversee and regulate institutions that provide financial services or products to consumers.245

However, the BCFP's role in life settlement securitization is likely to be limited. The law may be interpreted to prevent settlement providers from exploiting insureds, but this has become less common than fraud on life settlement investors.246 The BCFP may alternatively protect investors, but life settlement-backed CDO investors are likely to be large institutional investors rather than consumers. Again, though, since insurers in life settlement securitization fill the role of consumer in mortgage securitization, the important "consumer" protections become the provisions that encourage stable market operation by protecting insurers. The proposals below aim to prevent unnecessary risks from falling on insurers and spreading to the rest of the insurance market through, for example, higher premiums.

Life Settlement-Specific Regulatory Proposal 4: Federal STOLI Ban to Alleviate Frictions 1 and 7. The Dodd-Frank Act contemplates substantial nationalization of insurance regulation.247 For the sake of clarity and transparency, the ultimate package of federal insurance regulation should include a prohibition on STOLI, as so many have advocated at the state level.248 A nationwide STOLI ban would ease Friction 1 by simplifying the law that insurers and applicants must navigate and by reducing ambiguity over whether states that have yet to adopt anti-STOLI laws will respect STOLI contracts. The ban would further save insurers from having to bear the extra costs STOLI creates.249 The reduction in ambiguity also serves to somewhat alleviate Friction 7 because CRAs can issue more reliable ratings when they are more certain of the effects of a potential defect in an underlying asset. Some industry proponents would likely charge, as they have at the state level,250 that a federal STOLI ban, depending on its stringency, may go too far and discourage legitimate life settlements. While regulators should be sensitive to these concerns, preventing the systemic costs of STOLI should remain a regulatory imperative.

Life Settlement-Specific Regulatory Proposal 5: Insurance Application Enhancement to Alleviate Friction 1. Insurance regulators should approve life insur-
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ance application forms that include clear warnings against STOLI and questions to discover it. Those applicants who pay attention to the additions may abandon participation in STOLI schemes or reveal enough information so that insurers can appropriately deny applications. This reform would certainly not prevent all STOLI or all fraud but would, in a small way, increase transparency and clarity for applicants and insurers. It will help to reduce the prevalence of STOLI and resolve Friction 1, to the benefit of insurers and investors alike.

Conclusion

Life settlement securitization bears many of the risks and frictions identified as causes of the current financial crisis—as well as potentially dangerous frictions not seen in other types of securitization. A breakdown in this market would destroy significant investment value and could create a sizable disaster for the broader economy. A recently enacted law promises to alleviate some of the latent dangers in life settlement securitization, but this Note has shown that likely interpretations of that law will not adequately address the many species of securitization beyond those that sparked the Great Recession. Regulation must go further and address the nuanced risks of markets like the life settlement trade. Congress and President Obama are rightly focusing their economic reforms on issues that have caused the latest crisis, but government should not limit itself to fighting the last war. Neither should it blindly impose one-size-fits-all reforms. Life settlement securitization exhibits risks that threaten all parties involved and, to a degree, the larger economy. This is a market that deserves sensible regulation to clarify risk and minimize bad incentives.